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Capt. Gianluigi Aponte’s Maiden
Visit to Cyprus
The maiden visit of Capt.
Gianluigi Aponte to our Cyprus
office, on the 25th of July
2016, was a very memorable
and special moment which
motivated all employees. There
was a feeling which had an
emotional impact on each and
every one of us, particularly
when he personally met and
shook hands with everyone.
It was a joyous moment for all of
us and this motivates us to take
up any challenges no matter how
difficult it will be.
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Dear Colleagues,
It’s time to bid adieu to 2016! Personally I feel that
each year is passing faster than the previous year
and people tell me this is because we are always
very busy. Indeed very busy, as we do not wish to
lose any opportunity to add value to our company,
grow & develop our people, upgrade and transfer
our knowledge to be ready for tomorrow.
2016 was a special year where we were recognized
in all 3 main areas of our operation:

Message from our
Group Managing
Director
Prabhat Jha

1.

Best Ship Manager Award in India
4th year in a row

2.

Best Ship Manager award in Ukraine
for the 1st time

3.

Award for Shipping Sector in Cyprus
(at the Presidential Palace)

However, the highlight and our biggest motivation
of the year was the visit of our Founder and
Executive Chairman of MSC, Capt. G. Aponte to our
offices at Limassol and his personal greetings and
hand shake to all staff, has cemented the Family
culture even further.
2016 also brought us a number of mega container
vessels (13200 TEU, ~370m long) to our fleet
and this has given confidence that our crew and
office can manage even bigger container vessels
afloat when given an opportunity by Geneva
Management in future.
We have continued to improve and optimize our
processes, enhance the professional and soft skills
of all employees ashore and on board, and made
fine adjustments in organizational design to be
even more efficient. Our highly motivated and
capable team with a ‘can-do’ attitude is always
ready to take new challenges and deliver results.
Our Crew pool size has now increased to over 8500
strong (only cargo vessels) and we have continued
to make our recruitment and selection even more
stringent to have a competent crew on board. In
order to strengthen this, we have also introduced
rank specific appraisals which also includes selfevaluation by the crew members on board. Crew
feedback continues to confirm that our efforts to
establish MSC brand in hearts and minds of crew
members is in the right direction. New focus on
training on ship handling courses has increased
awareness and has improved the navigational
competence of deck officers.
6
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Leadership and team building courses for the Senior
officers has been instrumental in aligning the team
on board with team ashore and has helped improve
performance in various areas of our operation. I
call upon all of you to strengthen our core values
(10 numbers as listed on blue placards along with
Vision & Mission statement) and use them as our
guide whenever you face any ambiguity in decision
making.

appropriate and cost effective solution.
With such a great team on-board and ashore, we
are confident of overcoming all challenges in near
future. Let’s fuel our mind with positive thoughts
in the New Year to radiate a sense of pride we have
by working for MSC and create a high energy level
by the Power of enthusiasm and positive attitude.
Removing the 4C’s from our daily work will go a
long way in shaping up the environment on-board
and in offices so that nothing comes in way of
people giving their best performance.

The illiterate of 21st century will
not be those who cannot read

REPLACE:

or write, but those who cannot

1.

Constraints with Stretch
(do more with given resources)

learn, unlearn and relearn.

2.

Controls with Coaching and Support
(Help our colleagues do their job better by
supporting and guiding them)

3.

Compliance with Discipline
(Discipline ourselves to integrate all policies
compliance in daily working culture)

4.

Contracts with Trust & Co-operation
(Achieve results and great teamwork
because we are 100% committed and not
bound by contracts).

Alvin Toffler
Smartest and successful people are those who
are constant and deliberate learners. We need to
be obsessed with learning. All of us are busy with
operational matters but if we do not carve out time
for learning- then we will miss a big opportunity.
Today’s growing technology provides us a great
opportunity to review what we do, whether it is
navigation, engine operation or following up vessels
in office and embracing new technologies. New
ideas would make us not only productive but give
us room to expand ourselves.
We have our own areas of improvement and
share of problems. In any work, problems are
unavoidable – they end only in 2 cases; one when
we do not have work and second when we cease
to exist physically. Same applies for life, where
we can become successful only when we learn to
successfully deal with these problems and be on
top of them. We should never be discouraged by
any problem as we have the confidence to deal
with all of them and learn from them. If Plan A
didn’t work, we can use plan B or plan C. If they do
not work, there are 23 more letters in the English
Alphabet!

With this note, on behalf of MSC Geneva
Management, MSCCSU, MSCCSI and MSCSMCY,
I convey to all of you, your families, friends and
all loved ones, our best wishes for New Year full
of happiness, prosperity, continued success,
knowledge enhancement and sharing and most
importantly good health.
Thank you once again to all of you for your excellent
performance and hard work and continued loyalty,
of which MSC is proud of and counts on you.
At your service 24x7.
“Reproduced from New Year greeting message to
all vessels and Shipmanagement offices”

Stream of coming regulations like Ballast water
treatment plant, Global cap of 0.5% Sulphur from
1st Jan 2020 and associated challenges in terms of
fleet retrofit, Green Ship recycling, MRV (Monitoring,
reporting and Verification of emission data) for EU
ports call, IMO data collection on emission; will
keep us challenged to find each time the most
Message from our Group Managing Director
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CIPA

International
Investment Award
Congratulations to all of us!
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MSC Shipmanagement Limited received the
5th CIPA International investment Award
which was held on 7th September at the
Presidential Place here in Cyprus. This credit goes
to all on board and ashore, along with the trust and
confidence of MSC Geneva and the Aponte Family.
The CIPA award ceremony is most prestigious
in the Cyprus business calendar. It is held every
year in the gardens of the Presidential Palace in
Nicosia, under the auspices of the President of the
Republic and always attended by him, as well as by
government ministers and senior figures from the
private and public sectors.

www.msc.com

CIPA International Investment Award
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AMVER
Award
Limassol November 2016

Amver Award

It was a proud moment for MSCSMCY when the
AMVER awards ceremony for the year 2015 was
held at Limassol on 29th November 2016. The
awards were presented by USA Ambassador to
Cyprus Ms. Kathleen A. Doherty and MSCSMCY
with 39 vessels was the leading recipient of the
awards. MSC was represented by Capt. S.K. Sinha
and Mr. Ravi Tandon to receive the awards.
We congratulate the Masters and the ships’ staff
of all the 39 vessels for their efforts in sending
the AMVER reports diligently which helped them
to qualify for the awards and we are sure this will
encourage the other vessels to also participate in
AMVER reporting.
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Diwali 2016
Celebrations!
Nita Jha
Our MSC family celebrated Diwali on 5th November.
This important festival is a source of hope, strength,
enlightenment, revitalization and togetherness.

The certainty that good
will always overcome evil
It is our hope that the true meaning of Diwali will
challenge us to be open towards hope, thereby
allowing for the building of greater trust and
confidence which can only pave the way for
continued success and development.
Here are few of the highlights of the ceremony:
Firstly, the whole ceremony started with lighting a
Diya, which is of great significance. It is a practice
devised for the common People, like us to make
them understand that light of God can remove the
darkness of ignorance and bring them happiness.
After that people enjoyed the spectacular fireworks
show.
Lights and fireworks have a significant role to play
in this festival. This is why, when we hear the name
Diwali, the first impression that flashes through
our minds is of multi-coloured and impressive
fireworks, sprinkling various sorts of bright coloured
lights in the night sky. Diwali is really a fabulous
festival and fireworks play a significant role in
increasing its charm.
Everybody enjoyed the amazing performance
by our young stars and the beautiful sight of our
fluttering MSC flags, which gives us inner strength
and makes us feel proud to be a part of this family.
It reminds us of our responsibilities to perform
better every year and surpass the performances of
the previous years.
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MSC Michela
MSC Michela
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LEADERSHIP CHALLENGE

Growing and
Developing people:
Focus on
Leadership skills
development
Nita Jha

Human Resources Department

Deloitte Human Capital Trends latest survey has
concluded that:
Leadership challenges continue to rise in
importance and 89% companies rated it as a very
important issue
What is surprising and of concern is that
over 1/3rd of the participants considered weak
or very weak leadership pipelines and over 56%
companies considered that they are not ready to
meet leadership needs of future.
High performing companies outperform
their competitors on leadership by almost four
times and there cannot be a better motivation for
companies to invest in developing leadership skills
of their people!
MANAGEMENT DEVELOMENT PLAN
Growing and developing our people is an integral
part of our company’s core value as we believe
that people are the most critical factor in our
organisation’s performance and that conducting
leadership development program will improve
motivation for progress and talent development.
We, MSC Shipmanagement Limited had reshaped
our talent management program 6 years ago at
shore offices and implemented a Management
Development Plan with an aim to:

TEN Core Values to live by:
1. To be proud of MSC name
2. To thrive in family culture of the company
3. Unflinching commitment to honesty and
integrity
4. Sense of belongingness
5. Care for environment
6. To growing and develop our people
7. Commit to personal and organizational
growth
8. Transparency in our actions
9. To lead and be adaptive to change and
embrace new technology
10. Cost effective service with reliable
operation

16
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Raise the Managerial competence
Self-awareness
Breaking the frame
Stimulate greater collaboration
Enhancing effectiveness
Leadership and Management Initiative
Foundation for the robust talent
management system
Managers were assessed with respect to the
specific competence model developed in-house
for the key positions of the ship management. This
assessment was made up of written, analytical
tests, self-evaluation, 360 degree feedback and
one to one personal discussion and this led to
identifications of gaps with the desired level
on the competency matrix and development
areas. Bespoke development plans with SMART
development objectives for each participants
were prepared which aligned their development
needs for the overall enhanced performance.
These assessment also allowed us to have an
Organizational talent map in order to move people
to higher responsibilities created by the growth.
www.msc.com

A dedicated leadership and team-building
workshop concluded the Management
Development Plan which was spread over a period
of 12-16 months.
The success of the program is evident by the
improvement made in all operational areas,
optimizing running costs, crew retention and
motivation and willingness to accept new
challenges. Company has grown over six times in
terms of number of vessels managed and handled
all challenges effectively and has strong desire for
continual improvement. Our people have not only
improved collaboration across all business areas
but have also come up with new solutions and
processes and realize the importance of developing
more leaders at all levels of organization.
360 DEGREE FEEDBACK
360-Degree feedback is the process by which
the Managerial team receives confidential and
anonymous constructive feedback from the people
they work with, both subordinates (direct reports)
and peers (other managers). The questionnaire
tailor made for this feedback was focused on
Leading, Strategic thinking, influencing and
Inspiring, Developing, Communicating, Energizing,
Involving, Planning and acting as a Role Model to
rate their effectiveness as a people manager and
as peer. We first used 360 feedback for senior
management level in year 2010 with an aim to
further develop leadership and management
skills and improve self-awareness. Boosted by the
positive changes following such feedback, in year
2014, we carried out 360 degree feedback for all
senior and middle level managers.
Overall score recorded for the effectiveness of
managers as “People Managers” was high (4.18 out
of 5). Managers in our organization have a strong
sense of “Acting as Role Models” since this specific
competency area received the highest score and
other two areas where high scores were recorded
are “Works hard to enhance the organization’s
reputation” and “Places the necessary emphasis on
adherence to company procedures”.
Leaders need to walk their talk and high score on
acting as role model confirmed that our efforts
to develop leadership skills has produced positive
results and our Managers are able to inspire the
team members towards achieving our Vision and
demonstrate high standards of ethos and integrity.
In ship management organization there is a great
importance of following company procedures
Leadership development

not only for the compliance issues but also for
the productivity, analysis and learnings and our
Managers have done very well here.
EXTENDING LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT TO
ON-BOARD TEAM

There is a tide in affairs of men. Which, taken
at the flood, leads on to the fortune – William
Shakespeare from play Julius Caesar
Like a ship which cannot leave the port if it
misses the tide, leadership is about spotting that
opportunity which will make all the difference and
window of this opportunity is always small and may
not come again.
Each crew member and officer on board need to
possess right technical knowledge whether it is
navigation or engineering. For safe operation of the
ships and to add value to the company, we consider
that in addition to technical skills following three
skills are also essential:
Soft skills (people management, leadership
etc.,)
Ability to adapt to culturally diverse
environments
Ability to co-operate and work as a team in
normal and emergency situations
Leadership skills will allow our Masters and Chief
Engineers not only to become a better manager
and organize all operations well but also effectively
handle numerous situations which they face from
time to time, whether it is grounding, machinery
damage, bad weather or other navigational situation
like piracy attack or personal accidents etc. Having
confidence among our senior officers to deal with
various known or unknown situation on board
will naturally contribute to less stress and happy
atmosphere on board the ship.
LEADERSHIP AND TEAM BUILDING WORKSHOP
The objective of this program is to develop MSC
Shipmanagement’s leaders in their leadership
and team building skill by providing fundamental
leadership and team building theories via content–
led delivery, Stimulating greater collaboration,
team working and management thinking through
practical exercises. This program creates a greater
sense of ownership and management initiative to
become more effective and agile during change.
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An essential part of the success of any
organisation is the know-how, skills and efficiency
of its managers and supervisors. This training
opportunity will help our senior officers on board
and managers on shore the necessary skills
and techniques needed to improve crew/staff
motivation levels, effectively resolve conflicts and
increase team performance by understanding their
personal management style and be in position to
adapt to the different situations they face on a daily
basis.
The workshop spread over the period of 2 days
focuses on traits and personality profile of effective
leadership, ethical behaviour, developing effective
teams and teamwork, motivational approaches,
different types of leadership, strategic leadership
and change of management, importance of culture
and diversity to make a learning organization. It
also includes practical real life examples showing
application of various concepts learned and team
building exercises.
Number of participants of leadership and
Team building workshop at various centres
100

125

63

Cyprus

Ukraine

Mumbai

65

Delhi

62

Kolkata

35

41

Cochin Chennai

Leadership is an attitude. Each crew member
is a leader in his own place and in his area of
responsibility and hence it is essential that the
right leadership skills are developed for all and
considering ship’s environment, one of the most
common and effective skill is motivating the
people.

18
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From the various research and publications, it may
be very intriguing to state that there is no clear
attribute of a leader. Management Guru Peter
Drucker’s statement that successful executives
‘differ widely in their personalities, strengths,
weaknesses, values and beliefs. All they have in
common is that they get the right things done’.
During the workshop while discussing various
leadership styles and theories, we have concluded
that the most effective leadership skill for ship’s
environment is Charismatic leadership: leading by
example, influencing, motivating and inspiring all
on board and at the same time empowering all.
Charismatic leaders are by nature transformational
and they can rapidly adapt and bring changes.
Today’s leadership is less about controlling
and giving orders and more about helping and
motivating others do their job better to achieve
company objectives.
Attitudes are contagious- whether good or bad!
Maintaining positive and optimistic attitude on
board will not only result in better teamwork and
performance but also will have a big impact on the
overall environment on board.
One of the important takeaway from the leadership
course is the Power of Expectations. One behaves,
one performs and one delivers as they are
treated. Leaders have a great responsibility and
their expectation sets the performance and their
enthusiasm must be infectious. We have numerous
examples where people have performed and
achieved goals which were considered impossible
but was possible due to the expectation that
they could deliver it and received all support from
superiors! On-board people do not have to be only
supervisors but also skilled coaches so that they
can build a great team, stretch performance and
retain great people.
In the team building lesson, importance was placed
on exploring, shaping and agreeing on common
purpose and the high performance team with their
skill and ability are able to translate their shared
and agreed purpose into specific performance
goals. These specific performance goals combined
with the team’s commitment and accountability
become the powerful engine of performance. We
have seen this happening in our shore offices and
on-board some of our vessels and our goal is to
have the high performance team on-board each
vessel. It is need of the hour that Leaders today
need to inspire team loyalty through their expertise,
vision and judgement. A diverse thinking team (like
www.msc.com

the one on-board a vessel) is greater and stronger
than the sum of its parts and this places emphasis
on collaboration as an important leadership skill for
the success of the team on-board the vessel.
PARTICIPANTS IMPLEMENTING CONCEPTS
LEARNED
Most of the participants provided feedback that the
leadership and team building workshop has helped
them bring clarity to many concepts like; leading by
example, positive commitment, not being arrogant,
inspire, energize, honesty and good working
environment. Most of the participants of the
workshop took more interest in training their juniors
to improve their skills. Many participants advised
that they changed their style and became more
approachable after implementing the learnings
from the course.
When we look at the feedback from nearly
500 Leadership and Team Building Workshop
participants, they have rated the program
as excellent. Looking at the three measures
of central tendency average feedback based
on participant data is 9.5; meaning excellent
program (0 being poor and 10 being excellent). The
mode and median being 10 meaning that most of
the participants felt that the program was excellent.
Their verbal feedback, engagement during the
workshop and body language supports the analysis.
Participants who have joined the vessel after the
workshop provided feedback that this workshop
was very beneficial and they applied the concepts
learned in various situation and to be more specific:

of effective leadership attributes, how to influence
people, how to build a team, how to avoid mistakes,
how to utilize their strength areas more effectively
and get more passionate about company’s vision,
mission and core values. Based on interactions, we
learned what people on board value and expect
from the company. Another important feedback
received is about positive behavioural change
among senior officers that they recognize and
appreciate the operational level officers more,
which keeps them very well motivated and this
has a positive impact not only on the officer’s
performance but also on the retention with the
company.
Our focus on leadership skills development has
enhanced people’s ability to think out of the box,
enhance commitment, work with the big picture in
mind and work like one team on board to maintain
the ship in highest possible standards and achieve
company’s objectives of:
Zero MARPOL incidents
Zero PSC detentions
Zero fatal incidents
Zero Cargo Damage incidents
Zero Navigational incidents
Maintain deck rust free, engine room leak
free and high standard of living conditions.

To adapt in multi-cultural and diverse
environment
To motivate and encourage juniors and
ratings
To use clear communication for critical
operations
To handle people related issues and resolve
conflict with confidence
To use influencing skills to get more done
by same person
To build a better team on board
CONCLUSION
My personal observation of past ten workshops
conducted has been extremely positive and
participants are very enthusiastic and they are
coming well prepared. I have seen increased self
confidence among the participants and they
complete the course with a good understanding
Leadership development
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Patience and
benevolence
Integrity and
honesty

Empathy

What Makes
An Effective
Leader?

Charismatic

Attitude

Accepts and
rewards failure

Foresight
Involve and
delegate

Patience and benevolence
“Does not harm, show position power,
accommodate promotion candidates,
give them chance.”
Empathy
“The leader should be receptive
and have listening ability
and attitude,Sense of humour.”
Attitude
Positive and optimistic attitude,
Create a good working environment,
team oriented, recognize others,
maintain harmony
Accepts and rewards failure
“No blame culture and
not to dismiss people unless
there has been a complete negligence.”
20
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Involve and delegate
“Involve operational and support level staff
in planning and carrying out tasks.”
Foresight
“Anticipate and avoid problems
not only technical but people related,
Proactive rather than reactive.”
Charismatic
“Lead by example, not arrogant, command respect,
positive,committed, inspire, energize, confident,
train,
exudes trust to produce extraordinary results.”
Integrity and honesty
“Honest communication with Office
without white wash, transparent.”

www.msc.com

Leadership and team building workshop

Leadership development
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Innovation & Energy Management
Franklin Karkada - Fleet Performance Department

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS THAT IS
DESIGNED TO SAVE ENERGY.
Fleet Performance, Engineering and Innovation
department is one of a kind in the Shipping
industry, especially in the Ship Management sector.
The idea of developing this department in itself is
an innovation by Mr Prabhat Jha and came to life
in 2012.
The focus of this dept is “technological innovations
that is designed to save energy” and our
commitment to the Energy Policy detailed under
ISO 50001 certification. There are only a few
companies (less than 10) in the Shipping industry
that are ISO 50001 certified and MSCSMCY being
one of them with highest number of vessels.

WHAT IS INNOVATION?
Japan’s biggest cosmetics company received a
complaint that a consumer had bought a soapbox
that was empty. Immediately the authorities
isolated the problem to the assembly line, which
transported all the packaged boxes of soap to
the delivery department. For some reason, one
soapbox went through the assembly line empty.
Management asked its engineers to solve the
problem. Post-haste, the engineers worked hard
to devise an X-ray machine with high-resolution
monitors manned by two people to watch all the
soapboxes that passed through the line to make
sure they were not empty. No doubt, they worked
hard and they worked fast but they spent
a Whoopee amount to do so.

The engineering innovation journey began with
historical analysis of the logged data from all the
vessels to create a prediction model that would
be used to estimate the realistic fuel consumption
of the vessel basis actual condition of the vessel
operating in various drafts, speed and weather
condition. A large quantity of data was collected,
analyzed and the errors in the prediction were
identified. The data reporting structure was
revised in order to obtain meaningful logged
data through VRS system.

But when an employee in a small company was
posed with the same problem, he did not get into
complications of X-rays, etc., but instead He bought
a strong industrial electric fan and pointed it at the
assembly line. He switched the fan on, and as each
soapbox passed the fan, it simply blew the empty
boxes out of the line.

Further understanding the diversity of the data due
to frequent changes in vessel operating condition,
it was decided to implement an automatic data
acquisition system that would collect data every
second and send ashore for analysis purpose
through InfoSHIP EGO System. The analyzed data
is then displayed on live dashboard (on vessel and
in office) as benchmark to compare with real time
data. The deviation (if any beyond certain set limits)
to certain degree is then alerted by traffic signals on
live dashboard.

InfoSHIP EGO is part of MSC Shipmanagement
software suite which is developed under close
guidance of Fleet Performance team. It is a highly
customized software with number of modules
which collect data on board the ship automatically
from navigation and machinery automation
systems.

Innovation & Energy Management

AUTOMATIC DATA AQUISISTION – BIG DATA
ANALYTICS

The data is analyzed with BIG data analytical
tool to provide propulsion efficiency, voyage and
fuel management, reefer efficiency and overall
energy management. As the software can be
customized to the particular needs, it can easily
be set up to provide all the data needed to meet
the requirements of the EU Monitoring, Reporting
and Verification (MRV) scheme. InfoSHIP EGO
23

unlocks all the potential of Big Data to allow the management (to evaluate the technical and cost benefits
for the retrofits along with compliance for emission recording requirements) of refitting actions based on real
payback evaluation and to ensure compliance with emission recording requirements.
By far no other system in the market can provide live data reporting at the speed at which InfoSHIP EGO
can provide.

Navigation Details with live information gathered from weather models for Sea, wind and current condition.

Engine Load Diagram: Showing the Engine Operating point against the Nominal Propeller curve and limits.

Propulsion Efficiency - Shows vessel Actual Speed, Power & Consumption
against Target along with Displacement, Sea state and Wind condition

24
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The vessel route can be tracked during manoeuvring or
restricted waters or when needed.

The vessel route can be tracked during manoeuvring or
restricted waters or when needed.

Main Engine Intervention Analysis Before/After Retrofit work

Innovation & Energy Management
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Live demonstration of INFOSHIP EGO
(Automatic Data Acquisition system) to Mr Aponte
along with Mr Jha and Mr. Petroyannis
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MSC Welcomes MEPC decision to
implement sulphur cap In 2020
Geneva, Switzerland, 27 October, 2016

We fully support the industry’s
initiatives to reduce emissions,
and, as an individual carrier, we
have been making substantial
investments in recent years which
have brought about significant
improvements in our sustainability.
Mr. Diego Aponte,
President and CEO
MSC fully supports the decision made by the
Marine Environment Protection Committee this
week, at its 70th session, in London.
We will now closely liaise with the MEPC and our
partners in the industry to ensure we have in place
all that is required to become fully compliant by
2020.
For a number of years MSC has invested in energy
preservation and environment protection through,
among its initiatives, an extensive $250 million
retrofitting programme. This has seen MSC’s
existing containership fleet benefit from new
energy efficient propellers and bows considerably
reducing emissions. MSC’s newbuilding programme
has resulted in equally impressive environmental
gains; with 70% of the fleet under 10 years old and
featuring market leading G95 engines on its Oscar
Class vessels. The 2M alliance also recognized a
reduction in emissions of over 10% across our global
fleet operations.
MSC Welcomes MEPC decision

“We are, however, mindful of the challenges
involved in achieving full compliance, particularly
when the industry is facing some exceptionally
difficult times.”
MSC estimates additional fuel costs of
approximately $2,025billion on an annual basis.
Industry estimates suggest overall costs to the
container shipping lines will be in the region of $35
to $40billion.
“This amount of money simply cannot be
absorbed by MSC, nor any company for that
matter. Today, transport costs account for less
than 1% of the price consumers see in the stores,
so in a global economy, it is necessary for all of us
as consumers to contribute to a healthier supply
chain.”
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MSC Green
Project

additional savings in Co2 emission.
MSC has also worked with known engine makers
to develop new prototypes for controllable
pitch propeller modification and implementing
technologies from modern electronic engine to
conventional engines making them comparably
efficient. MSC vessels always undergo extensive
hull preparation during their scheduled drydocking followed by top quality anti fouling paints
application to reduce hull friction and benefit from
reduced fuel consumption. Propeller polishing at
regular interval ensures that propeller efficiency is
maintained at high level and combined with other
operational measures like voyage optimization,
route optimization, vessels complete their voyage
ensuring optimum fuel consumption. MSC places
a strong emphasis on its crew professional and
personal development and invests in crew training
program to ensure successful implementation of its
environmental initiatives.

MSCSMCY has invested in a range of retrofitting
solutions to reduce the energy consumption and air
emissions for its fleet. Retrofits include new design
propeller, Boss Fin Cap, Bulbous Bow modification,
Turbocharger cutout, Fuel pump auto tuning and
Variable Exhaust valve timings etc.
MSC Green initiatives cuts Co2 emission by 1.5
million tons on yearly basis saving over USD 100
million. MSC today operates one of the youngest
container vessels fleet in the world. MSC launched
its green initiative to reduce fuel consumption
from its existing fleet and today over 150 vessels
from existing fleet were retrofitted with optimized
bulbous bow, efficient propellers, propeller boss
cap fins, rudder bulb as appropriate for the vessel
design and trade of the vessels. This initiative
commenced 4 years ago has resulted in cutting
Co2 emissions by over 1.5 million tons on yearly
basis. This project now in its final phase will have
nearly 200 vessels retrofitted on its completion and
potential reduction in Co2 emission will exceed 2
million tons on yearly basis.
MSC has introduced G type engines on its new
building program. “G” engines with their ultra-long
stroke allows engines to be operated at lower rpm
with large diameter propellers bringing additional
5-6% savings in fuel consumption and similar
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Model of MSC SM Vessel ready for towing test with new/ol propeller
to verify the gain in efficiency of the new design.

Tunnel test in Model basin to study the cavitation performance of the new design.
Propeller without Fin Cap Hub vortex is seen clearly, which is a loss of energy.

Main Engine Intervention Analysis Before/After Retrofit work

MSC Green Project
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The Simulator is proving an invaluable tool for
Training of Deck Officers. Deck watch keeping
Officers are trained on the Simulator in the practical
aspects of Navigation and Bridge Watch keeping
and most invaluably Masters are trained in Ship
Handling not only of container vessels but also of
Bulk Carriers and Car Carriers we have in our fleet.

Training on the
Bridge Simulator
at MSC Training
Centre at
Mumbai
Capt. Bhuvanesh Puri

Training Department - India

Basically the general objective of ship handling
courses on the simulator is that the Master can
enhance their understanding of the effects on the
behaviour of the ship by wind, current, shallow
waters, banks, narrow channel and condition of
loading and apply the knowledge gained, for correct
use of engines, helm and other available resources
during ship manoeuvring. They would be able to
proactively participate as members of an efficient
Bridge Team using correct Bridge Procedures and
respond effectively to changing circumstances and
contingencies.
What is unique in the courses carried out at MSC
Training Centre is that we conduct these Ship
handling courses specifically taking into account
the experience of the Master, size of the vessel and
the particular difficulties faced at the various ports
in relation to the weather and characteristics of the
vessel.
Based on the findings, exercises are designed to
incorporate the typical parameters of the incident
and Masters advised on the detailed manoeuvre
that is necessary to effectively and safely overcome
that particular situation. Additionally as preventive
measure, incidents relating to ship handling are
analysed and corrective action in the form of
training to particular incident is developed.
The various courses conducted on bridge
simulator are:

The Training Facilities at the MSC Training Centre at
Mumbai include a state of the art Transas NTPro
5000 Full Mission Bridge Simulator with a 210°
radius screen. Incorporated in the Simulator are 2
Radars with ARPA, AIS, GMDSS consoles SAR, Ice
Navigation Tug Handling functionality and a fully
functioning Transas ECDIS Navi-Sailor 4000 Unit.
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1.

Ship Handling Course – for vessels up to 299
meters

2.

Large Vessel Handling Course – for 9000
TEU vessels (done on actual model of MSC
vessel of 9000 TEUs)

3.

13000 TEU Vessel Handling Course – for
13000 vessels (done on actual model of MSC
vessel of 13000 TEUs)

4.

BTM in house course for junior officers

www.msc.com

Some of the typical exercises
conducted on the Simulator:

1. Case study 1
Experience of vessel incident, followed by controlled
turn limiting speed to less than 3 knots as per
company guidelines.

2. Case Study 2
Turning in Port with speed in excess of 5-6 kts.
Candidates do simulator exercise of Turning in Port
without Tugs with speed 3kts.

Vessel turning at less than 3 kts
Turn is made with full helm and B/T
Limited speed ensures maximum turning
circle for vessel of that size.

Training on the Bridge Simulator
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3. Vessel handling in Suez Canal
Handling in narrow channel, effect of squat, use/knowledge of buoys, awareness of speed control, staying on side
of channel, Bridge support functions by Bridge team members.

4. Berthing vessel
With / without tugs, use of thrusters, min speed, parallel to berth. System of reporting clearances between
forward / aft stations and bridge.
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5. Passage plan and coastal navigation
Actual Passage plan made by 2nd Officer with
Master’s guidelines. Effective use of PI, Wheel-over,
bridge team, safe navigational practices, procedures
in restricted visibility, min CPA to be maintained.
Passage plan followed by Bridge team.

At the conclusion of the various courses, the
objective is for the Master to have a practical
hands-on familiarity with:

1.

Ship Handling with respect to the
particular size of vessel

2.

Standard Manoeuvres to be performed
as per MSC guidelines

3.
4.

Windage and Current Effects

5.

Anchoring, Berthing and Un-berthing
Operations on that size vessel

6.

Handling Emergencies during
manoeuvring

7.

Negotiating narrow channels and joining
and leaving TSS

Shallow Water, Bank, Channel and
Interaction Effects

We stress that the candidates understand the
containership behaviours under different situations
and circumstances.
It is of utmost importance that the participants
are pointed out their handling errors and advised
corrective measures. If required the exercise
to be re-run to ensure the understanding by
the participants. De-briefing at the end of an
exercise include re-run of events and if necessary,
corrections to the manoeuvre to ensure the
required safety margins are maintained.
Training on the Bridge Simulator
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Site Team

New Builds at Philippines

New
Builds at
Philippines
B.R.Mukund

Project Coordination
Department
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During the years 2015 & 2016, 40 container vessels
of 8800, 9400, 16000 & 19200 TEU vessels have
been delivered from various shipyards in Korea &
China. 28 of these have been delivered to Cyprus
Management. In 2015 Geneva Management gave
the opportunity to MSC Shipmanagement, Cyprus
to manage the entire project of ship building for the
5 x 12,000 TEU vessels at HHIC-Phil – from design
approval, maker’s selection, supervision, factory
acceptance test and sea trials to delivery.
HHIC-Phil Inc. is fully owned by the Korean company
Hanjin Heavy Industries & Construction Co. Ltd
(HHIC) of Korea who have 80 years of experience
in shipbuilding and delivered over 460 vessels.
HHIC-Phil is located at Subic Bay and have
delivered about 100 vessels since commencement
of production in 2007. It is a modern facility with
about 30,000 Filipino workers and 400 Korean
Management staff and has two large building docks
– 370m x 100m x 12.5m and 550m x 135m x 13.5m.

www.msc.com

Steel Cutting

Minor Assembly

MSC has set up a site office in the yard with a team
of 10 members to supervise the construction of
these five vessels which are all due for delivery
during 2017.
The supervision team closely work with the
production and quality control teams of the
Shipyard and also with the site team of Class
DNVGL to ensure the vessels are built to a high
standard.
The supervision is carried out through various
stages from
Minor Assembly

Sub Assembly

checking the correct grade of steel
pre-treatment (blasting & shop priming)
marking of the steel for a good material
traceability
steel cutting, edge preparation, bending
minor assembly
sub assembly
outfitting
major assembly
surface preparation & coating
pre-erection
dock erection
machinery installation
final surface preparation & coating
launching quay trials & sea trials
delivery
The factory acceptance test (FAT) for the main
machinery is witnessed by the members of the
team at the test facilities of the Maker’s factories.
We wish the team all the best for a safe &
successful project.

New Builds at Philippines
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Block assembly

Outfitting

Mega Block

Erection of cell guide
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New Builds at Philippines
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MSC Vessels

MSC Margrit
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MSC Elma Ceremony

MSC Vessels
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Engine Deck Repair (EDR), Antwerp
MSC owned and operated Ship Repair Yard

EDR offers the full range of ship repair &
maintenance services for the MSC fleet either in
dry-dock, at a lay by berth or at the commercial
terminals for trading vessels throughout Western
Europe on a 24/7 basis. EDR is active for:
Services to trading vessels
1. Logistic services: Our logistic department covers
2 terminals in Antwerp and 2 in Rotterdam almost
on a daily basis to assist MSC fleet helping in
organized deliveries to the vessels without any
interference with the usual cargo operations.
2. Power pack: Our power pack department is
available to assist with all power pack related issues
and works closely with Bunker department /
Planning department / Stevedores / MSC Power
pack management, in order to streamline and
coordinate all power pack related matters in the
most efficient way. Technicians are also available to
assist with troubleshooting, telephonic consultation
to assist the vessel staff.

Engine Deck Repair (EDR), established in 1999,
is MSC’s ship repair and maintenance company
located in Antwerp, Belgium.
EDR went through a major change in modus
operandi in 2006 whereby our Principals- MSC
Geneva has set up much more than it was
previously available to offer and have reinforced the
teams to offer services to our fleet calling Antwerp
and also cater for more recent growth in Rotterdam,
Bremerhaven and other neighbouring ports.
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3. Technical: Our technical supplies, engine
teams, steel-repair teams and support teams
are continually involved with MSC fleet vessels.
This being a very important aspect of EDR which
helps the vessels to carry out important port
maintenance, cell guide repairs, small steel repairs,
assistance during PSC observations that need
immediate action.
4. For all our activities we always coordinate with
the local planning, stevedores, bunker department,
agency and all other bodies that are involved
with the operational matters in order to have the
most efficient service for a said vessel keeping the
commercial and technical aspects paramount.

www.msc.com

Engine Deck Repair
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Services to vessels under dry docking or lay-up
repairs:
Few years ago, in consultation with our principals,
EDR has ventured into dry docking activities in
Antwerp and have successfully served more than
100 vessels in the dry dock facilities in a short
period of 3 years. We offer to our MSC fleet the
following:

1.

Standard docking for intermediate and
renewal class dockings.

2.

Various steel and machinery repairs to the
highest standards.

3.

Technical supplies and sales services to
guarantee the minimum downtime and
maintain high standards. Generally, the
services offered exclude the standard stores
supply.

4.

Hull treatment, propeller retro-fits, reefer
conversions, hatch covers and other such
repairs that need various operational
requirements.

With our skilled and variety of experienced
manpower we are able to execute even the most
complicated jobs to support MSC in full.
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Our success formula includes efficient working
methods, short communication lines and full
transparency in costs and time schedule for each
repair or upgrading project.
EDR had a remarkable and crucial role to improve
and increase the carriage of reefer containers
on the MSC Fleet. From electrical upgrades on
switchboards, power supply and reefer panels up
to complete ventilation ducting in cargo holds and
build-up of entire reefer platform structures. All
these aspects were accomplished to cope with the
accelerating reefer cargo growth of the latest years.
Together with the MSC Shipmanagement, Naval
architects, and manufacturers, we are studying and
implementing or retrofitting the BWTS on board
of the MSC fleet according to the BWM convention
which will enter into force on 8 September 2018.
With the ship yard which is spread over an area
of 35 hectares, 6 dry docks measuring from 148
meters up to 312 meters in length, 2,000 running
meters private berths, several rail mounted cranes
of different capacities, Dock master Hydro Blasting
units for exterior paint removal, storage area for
spare parts & consumables and a well-equipped
workshop area, we provide the complete MSC – in
house facilities for all aspects of ship repair and
maintenance.
Together with the ship’s crew and MSC
ShipManagement we keep the fleet in top condition
while maintaining and motivating a safe working
environment and keeping our environmental
footprint to a minimum.

www.msc.com

Engine Deck Repair
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Marine Stores Genoa

MSC in-house stores and Consumables supply Company

40 YEARS OF ACTIVITY IN THE FIELD OF
NAVAL SUPPLIER FOR MSC GROUP
VALUES
Commitment, loyalty and reliability are the values
we have inherited from the past generation, and we
commit to transmit these values, as well as our
professionalism, to the future one.
PROFILE
Marine Stores was founded as a ship chandler
partner of MSC in 1976, in Genoa, where the
company still has its headquarters.
The principles of commitment, loyalty and reliability
inherited from the past generation are still at the
core of the company’s heritage.
Over time these principles have been imparted to
our staff, thus fostering a company culture steadily
geared towards customer satisfaction. In support to
its constant development, the company continues
to choose young and motivated personnel that it
trains to follow those values and which thrive in the
culture of the company.
With the guarantee of the technical and professional
expertise developed in its 40-year activity in the
field of marine supplies for MSC Group, in the past
few years, Marine Stores has started a process of
globalization which has reinforced its
contractual relationships for supplies in the main
ports worldwide.

o
4
YEARS
1976 - 2016
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SERVICES

01

General Ship
supplies

02

Logistics and
Warehousing

03

Dry Dock Technical
Supplies

04

Custom
Warehouse

PRODUCTS
Cabin Stores and Equipment
Deck and Engine Stores
Safety Products and Workwear
Electrical Stores
Chemicals and Paints
Construction Materials
Furnishings
Dry Provisions
www.msc.com

TODAY
In its 40-year activity for MSC Group, Marine Stores
has achieved high professionalism and expertise as
a company specializing exclusively in marine
supplies.
Although deeply rooted in its Genoese origins, the
company has developed in parallel with its relevant
market, extending both its organizational structure
and its warehousing space, which has
reached 8.000 m2.
Purchasing Office

Today Marine Stores is structured
in the following different departments
Account
Purchasing
Logistics
Custom
Store
This development has led to an iglobalization of the
company and to an expansion of its supply market,
with deliveries in all the main ports worldwide.

Warehouse 1

Headquarter

Marine Stores Genoa
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Marine-stores map service

40 Years event in Genoa 5th December 2016
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MSC is the only company with the world class in-house
ship repair facilities and stores & consumables Supply
Company to ensure highest possible quality and 24x7
readiness to deal with emergencies of our operated ships

1.

MSC TECHNICAL DURBAN (Person in charge Mr. Ravy
Sankaran ) Covered in the previous issue of the magazine.

2.

EDR ANTWERP (Person in charge Mr. Stijn Van Doninck)

3.

NMN NALPES (Person in charge Mrs. Anna Ummarino)

4.

Marine stores Genova (person in charge Ms. Monica
Alongi and Mr. Nicola Alongi)

Genoa Port Marine Stores Headquarter
Marine Stores Genoa
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La Nuova Meccanica Navale SRL (NMN) is a ship
repair yard at Naples, Italy established in 1948 by
Mr. Salvatore Ummarino who was the heart and
soul of the company. Since that date three
generations have succeeded in taking the helm of
the company, always working for innovation and
production, especially in the continuation of their
committed style, passionate work and corporate
social responsibility.
The yard continues to be run as a family
business and have given a number of years of
service to MSC Shipmanagement, MSC Crociere
SA and all other associated companies and a
number of other companies such as US Navy,
Military sea lift command etc.,

La Nuova
Meccanica
Navale (NMN, Italy)
MSC owned and operated
Ship repair Yard at Naples

Today, faithful to their motto and the result of the
know-how acquired over the years and investment in
new technologies, NMN has improved and reached
the point to be an International reference standard
that continues to strengthen, notwithstanding the
big crisis. The yard is fully certified in Quality
Management Systems ISO 9001:2008 and
Environmental Management Systems ISO
14001-2004.
There are about 300 workers employed directly
and indirectly. A flexible, highly professional
structure allows them to carry out their
particular skilled work, in various fields of
activity, with quality and speed. While majority of
the works is carried out in house, some local
specialist sub-contractors are also employed.
NMN operates in the field of maintenance, repair
and ship conversion & new installation, maintenance
and operation of energy conversion systems on large
and medium sized container ships, passenger ships,
military vessels, oceanographic vessels & cable ships
and also on hydrofoils, catamarans and wave
piercing high-speed boats for passenger
transportation for military use.
The project of reactivation of the passenger ferry
“Rhapsody” which was partly sunk, was completely
carried out at the berth of NMN using all their
resources and eventually the vessel sailed to Genoa
dry dock under its own power and the dry docking
was fully organised and performed by NMN.
Over the 15 months Mrs. Anna Ummarino General
Manager, Ms. Manuela Pagliari Deputy General
Manager and Mr. Ettore Larocca, Technical
Director together with their entire staff dedicated
themselves to the project, innovating ways to
effect the repairs in the best and most cost
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effective way. This project can be considered as a
feather in their cap, to rebuild a vessel capable of
giving many years of service from almost a scrap.
The power packs required for the carriage of Reefer
Containers on-board of MSC vessels are fully
constructed at NMN and certified by Class. The
maintenance and repairs of same are also carried
out. The construction of electrical switchboard
component groups wired with sockets and
Installation of new internal hold ventilation systems
for additional reefer containers is within their
expertise.
The company operates manufacturing facilities
in the port of Naples (Molo Vigliena and Carmine)
and in dry docks at Genoa; It employs more than
80 engineers specializing in mechanical, electrical
works, plant engineering and steel work and piping.

Operational Sites:

VIGLIENA SHIPYARD

1.
2.
3.

Launching Dock 55 x 15 mtr

4.

6,000 square metres of covered area

5.

Mechanical workshop equipped with:
Horizontal lathes for axles up to 6 metres,
Vertical lathes for pieces with diameters up
to 1.7metres

6.

Shears up to 6 metres.

Travel lift from 160 to 500 tons
22,000 square metres of open area

MOLO CARMINE SHIPYARD

1.

350m of quay

2.

Floating Dock 130 metres x 22.40 metres
internal width

3.
4.

100-ton mobile crane

5.

Oxy-acetylene cutting for sheet metal up to
100 mm thick

6.

Shears for sheet metal up to 6 metres long

7.

300-ton press

Plasma cutting for sheet metal up to 20 mm
thick

FLYING TEAM

1.

Able to operate anywhere in the world
depending on the owner’s needs.

B.R.Mukund
La Nuova Meccanica Navale
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Basic business email etiquette rules
Antreas Dimitriou - IT Department

The following article is aiming to provide tips and
advices on a daily procedure of all professionals.
The electronic communication has become the
most common approach when it comes to offices,
buildings and in-company environment. The
electronic mail (email) is found on the top of the
mentioned list.

emails cannot be easy, with several people getting
notification on their mobile devices or ignoring
notifications on their computer screens while
working. Avoid using this email feature, unless you
really believe that all recipients need to get the
email.

On average, each employee spends a quarter of
workweek by writing hundreds of emails. Even
though we are fastened to the reply button,
we might find some helpful advices for a more
appropriate approach to the fully professional email
composition.

Provide the recipient some information about you,
by stating details like your full name, your position,
phone number, extension and address. Be careful
though not to go overboard with different fonts,
sizes, colours and ‘artwork’.

Due to the high volume of emails we receive and
send, we may make embarrassing errors, and those
mistakes might sometimes come with serious
consequences. The most essential email etiquette
rules are described below.
1. Keep your subject clear and direct
Some examples for a clear and direct subject
lines are “Daily Technical Report”, “Meeting time
changed”, “Communication issues on Vessel LAN
System”. Recipients frequently decide when to
open the email according to the provided subject
line. Pick the one that goes straight to the point of
the message.
2. Think twice before you click ‘reply all’
No one likes to get emails from 15 people that
have nothing to do with them. Skipping the
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3. Include your electronic signature

4. Make use of professional salutation
Avoid using laid-back, casual expressions like, “Hey
folks”, “Yo” or “Hi guys”. The relaxed way of your
writings should not be confused with your email
salutation especially in the workplace. Yo is not ok
either, use the Dear Sir, Dear Mark instead.
In addition, avoid using shortening names like Mike
instead of Michael unless you are sure he preferred
to be called like that.
5. Make use of the exclamation points
sparingly
In case you want to convey excitement, use
only one exclamation point. We sometimes
sentimentalized and put a number of exclamation
points at the end of a sentence, resulting with an
over-emotional or immature email. Exclamation
marks should be barely used.
www.msc.com

6. Be cautious with humour
Written humour can easily get lost in translation
without the correct facial expressions. Unless you
know the recipient well, it is good to avoid using
humour during a professional conversation via
emails. In addition, keep in mind that a funny point
to you might not be funny to others.
7. Remember that people from different
cultures speak and write differently
Miscommunication might easily arise because
of cultural differences, especially during writing
when we cannot convey each other’s body
language. Compose your message based on the
recipient’s cultural background or how well you
know each other. A good point to remember is
that low-context cultures (German, American or
Scandinavian) prefer to get straight to the point very
quickly. On the other hand, high-context cultures
(Japanese, Arab or Chinese) want to get familiarized
with you before proceeding onto business.
8. Reply to your emails –even if the
message was not intended for you
It is not easy to reply to all the email you receive in
your inbox, but it is worth to try. Even if an email
was accidentally sent to you and especially when
the sender waits for a reply. The reply action is not
necessary but it serves as good email etiquette
especially when the person works in the same
company as you. Here is an example reply for such
a case: “I do know that you are busy, but I believe
you meant to send this email to someone else. I
wanted to let you know so you can send it to the
correct person”.
9. Proof read your message before
sending it
Never rely on spell-check, instead read your email
a couple of times, preferably aloud, before sending
it off. An example of the unreliable spell check is
when a manager wanted to write “My apologies for
the inconvenience” but instead he used this feature
and send “My apologies for the incontinence”.
Your mistakes will not go unnoticed by the email
recipients, sometimes depending on the person
who reads your email, you might be judged.

Basic business email etiquette rules

10. Add the email address last
You really do not want to accidentally send the
email before you are done with composing and
proof reading. When replying to an email, it is a
good practice to delete the recipient’s email and
insert it only when you are completely sure the
email is ready to be send.
11. Check again if you have selected the
correct recipient
Be careful when typing the recipient’s email address
under the To: field as you might select a wrong one
from the upcoming suggestions. You do not want
to embarrass the person who receives the email
just because the wrong name was picked.
12. Keep your font simple and clear
Pink and orange Comic Sans as their time and place
(correct?) but businesswise, keep your fonts, colours
and sizes simple and clear. A good practice is to
make use of the 10 or 12 font size and easy-to-read
font type as Arial, Calibri, or Times New Roman.
13. Keep tabs on your tone
As humour can be lost in translation, similarly the
writing tone is easy to be misconstrued without
the context you get from vocal cues and facial
expressions. Thus it is easy to come off as more
abrupt than you might have intended. You might
sometimes mean “straightforward”; where the
recipient reads “angry and curt”. To avoid this kind
of misunderstanding, read out loud your message
before sending it. In case it sounds harsh to you it
will probably sounds the same to the reader.
Another good practice to avoid this is to keep out of
your message negative words like failure, wrong or
neglected and do not forget to always say “please”
and “thanks”.
14. Write accordingly as nothing is
confidential
A good approach is to assume that someone else
will read what you write, therefore do not write
anything you wouldn’t want everyone to see. As a
more liberal approach: Do not write something that
could be ruinous to someone else. After all, email is
very easy to be distributed across, so it is preferred
to be safe than sorry.
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Poet’s Corner

Time

Hamara safar, Hamari kahani

Time is Slow when you wait!
Time is Fast when you are late!
Time is Deadly when you are sad!
Time is Short when you are happy!
Time is Endless when you are in pain!
Time is Long when you feel bored!
Every time, time is detrmined by your
Feelings and your psychological
Conditions and not by clocks.
So Have a Nice Time Always.

Upar hai aasman
Niche hai pani
Beech mein chale hum musafir
Leke hamari choti si kahani.

Subu Sundararajan
(from Internet)

The Way!
The way,
To make your mind fresh,
Come out of the space.
Sharing the natural resources,
Enjoy the blooming roses.
To be or not to be,
Who hath care for it.
The only thing to care for
Let there be a happy and honest exit.

Dhanush k aakar mein, udathi chidiya
Le jati humein kinara
Issi aad mein hum musafir
Din-raat kar lete hai guzara
Takrati lehre, barasta pani
Chale hum musafir
Leke hamari choti si kahani
Din-raat karte hum mehnath yahan
Karte hamara koi intezar wahan
Dekhte hum bade hote apne bacho ko tasviro mein
Aise hee jee lete hai.. Hum apni kashtiyo mein
Nikal jati aise hee hamari jawani
Phir bhi nikal padteh hum musafir
Leke hamari Choti si kahani
Jab aaye samay ghar Jane ka
Yeh waqt nikle-nhi-nikalta
Har waqt, har lamha mushkil se guzarta
Mile na raat ki neend, na din ka chane
Dikhe bas upar sitare aur niche behta pani
Yehi hai... Hum musafiro ki....
Ek choti si kahani

Sharan Kumar
2nd officer

Tapan Kumar Das
MSC Kolkata
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A seaman’s life - life beyond at sea
Saurabh Kumar Thakur - 2nd Officer

As a seafarer there are moments when I look beyond
the vast horizons of sea and think what keeps me
going at sea, cut off from the world of din and bustle
and ensconced in the nature’s warmth, we have a lot
of time to think. I sometimes think, what keeps me
motivated: what keeps me going? I am sure every
individual would have his/her own answer. In my
case, is it family or finances or friends?
But I have realized that the thought that keeps
me ticking is the whiff of challenge. In that realm
which is entirely controlled by the nature, where
every sea wind can toss you or cradle you as if
you were a small child in the arms of your mother,
where loneliness and silence become all pervading
presence, every day brings its own challenge. And
then after that stint on the ship, there is another
challenge: get accustomed to the life on the land and
utilize the idleness for something fruitful.
There has to be a common thread, which should
unite both these lives: the life at sea and the life on
land when we live close to our kins. There is a need to
engage in fruitful pursuits and sometimes the forced
idleness during vacations and the disconnection and
separation that sea provides can be overwhelming.
And so it is important to work on hobbies that
provide succour to our lives on both ends.
Life of a seaman is unique as it moves in contrasts.
For half a year, you are surrounded by family and
friends with nothing but socializing to do. For the
other half of the year, you are marooned in the high
seas and have nothing but the thoughts and the
mundane routine that makes you work. In fact, I
sometimes feel that I get lonely in both these parts.
Lonely at home of idleness when everyone else gets
involved in their routine life and I have nothing else
to do! Lonely at sea of not seeing my family and
listening to the calmness of sea! We mariners live
a life in contrast, where the first few weeks in the
two roles that is played intermittently is exciting and
challenging and then it becomes mundane.

A seaman’s life - life beyond at sea

After the first few weeks, we wistfully look for the
life on the other side and impatiently wait for the
time to finish. The books of yore and stories of the
mariners of old also talk of the same pain and the
constant fight against this mundaneness. In fact,
we get accustomed to such contrasts in life, that
the regularity of an office going life of our friends
and family members seems alien. And that is why a
seaman always wishes to go back to the sea.
So the essence boils down to one thing; both at
sea or on the land. How to occupy your mind and
sustain a hobby as the land and sea keep on acting
as magnets when we are on the other side (trust me,
grass is greener on the other side).
Social networking and internet has solved many
of these problems. There are groups for running,
cycling, photography, cooking, music, travel, outdoor
sports and many more which can interest us and can
be inculcated as hobbies. We can keep on following
them or (in most cases) practicing them when we
are at sea. Beyond finishing our work at sea and chit
chatting with friends, lapping up the innumerable
movies on the laptop we should take up hobbies
and use the time at sea to hone them or prepare for
them. Beyond spending our time with family and
friends on land, we should take up these hobbies
and polish them. A keen hobby and success in it
also keeps the motivation on. It also acts as a stress
buster and brings a balance in the two contrasts that
a mariner faces in his life. It also helps build selfesteem and challenges the faculties of our mind and
creativity. It keeps us nimble on our feet.
So dear friends, please use your time and develop
these hobbies. Like best buddies they will cheer you
and keep you happy beyond anything.
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The thing always happens that
you really believe in; and the
belief in a thing makes it happen.
Frank Lloyd Wright

Understanding
Accidents and
Keeping them
away!
Capt. Bidyut Kr. Banerjee

We all dread to having an Accident, whether on
board or in our lives ashore. We all Hope and Pray
to remain safe and be Blessed by The Almighty
to have a successful and accident-free life. No two
opinions on this, most of us would agree. But, is
a Prayer enough or there could be more to it than
just hope? Can we consciously intervene to prevent
accidents or they would happen in any case,
whether we like it or not? Do Accidents happen on
their own or do we play a part to cause them? Can
we avoid having Accidents or prevent them from
occurring? Or, they will occur, whether we like it or
not? But, hopefully, not with us!
These days we have a few tools to understand
Accidents and Incidents better, thanks to the
experience of others who have suffered the
consequences as well as the significant research
and investigations done on a broad spectrum
of accidents involving many aspects in varied
industries.

1. The Henrich’s Rule of
Accident Triangle:
This diagram is quite simple to understand. Every
Accident is a result of series of Unsafe Acts or
Conditions, rarely noticed but always present. If we
can significantly reduce the Unsafe Acts/Conditions
from the required 3000 instances that is forming
the base here, we will reduce the ‘Near-misses’
to less than 300 occurrences and thus the 30
Incidents and 1 Major accident cannot occur, as the
required base is no longer present and significantly
reduced/missing! To address the Unsafe Acts and
Conditions is considerably easy and forms the basis
of ‘Safety Culture’ in most reputed organizations.
Planning, pre-work briefings (Tool box meeting),
Work Permits and Risk Assessments can always
address and eliminate the elements of this tier
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and thus the Incident/Accident rate or frequency
is considerably reduced. It is within the means
of every Team on board to reduce the elements
of this tier to less than 200 or so, with the active
participation of all the Team-members doing timely
factual reporting, prompt rectification of defects
and keeping their work area neat and tidy. Good
tools, proper PPE and a clean work area increases
work output and efficiency.
200 Unsafe Acts should result in about 20 Nearmisses or so. But, this Heinrich’s Rule does not
follow a monthly cycle. As soon as 300 Near-miss
have happened, over-looked and not mitigated,
we will have an Incident. In other words, every
Incident in the ship/fleet confirms that 300 Nearmisses were overlooked and ignored. This cannot
be refuted, as Accidents and Incidents continue to
happen!

2. Time, Place and Sequence
of Events:
Before an Accident/Incident happens, the doubts
of the person or Team involved increases and their
comfort level with the situation reduces (like the
CPA and TCPA being less than the stipulated value
and OOW getting to an uncomfortable state –
indicating that collision is likely or imminent!). This
is always the case, as would be revealed during the
case study of any Accident Investigation. So, the
tool available is to ‘Stop Work!’ Take a break, take a
few steps back and review the situation. Get more
tools or manpower or introduce better lighting or
refer to the Manual again, before resuming the job.
What this did in reality, is to diverge the time of
operation from position of the Accident. The ‘Chain
of Errors’ is broken by this delay of Time! This is
an acceptable tool of preventing accidents today,
just like reducing the Ship’s speed or stopping the
engines is in ROR for collision avoidance! It is that
simple.
If a delay of 15 minutes or half a day ensures No
Damage, No Injury and No Pollution and ensures
protection of the assets and resources for further
deployment, this is definitely worth it!

3. Be prepared:
There is no alternative to this! To be familiar with
your equipment and surroundings, including the
strength and weaknesses of your Team members.
By doing the maintenance and routine checks
including serious scenario planning during Safety
Drills will leave you more aware and practiced for
Understanding Accidents and Keeping them away!

the real Emergency, should it occur someday. Most
professional teams worth their name, practice their
tasks diligently.

4. The Master’s Role:
What would you say, is the most important skill of
a Master? Rarely would anyone think or state that it
would be ‘to think about the situational possibilities,
where things could go wrong and pre-empt the
situation from happening!’ A Master must be free
to think about the situation and its possibilities or
what could go wrong. So, many scenarios have to
be played out mentally and a counter-measure
as a remedy has to be thought of and kept ready,
should the deviation from plan, start to take place.
We must try to prepare ourselves. Learning from
other’s experience and knowledge sharing is the
best option we have at present. So, read the case
studies, investigation reports and the reference
books that are available on board and through the
internet.

5. Train the Team:
Since the Master is burdened with many tasks and
not able to supervise all the activities, the best
alternative is to teach and train your Team. Make
your Team more potent and skilful by inculcating
your thought-process in them, by training them
and delegating tasks and responsibilities. Teach
them to be aware of and report the defects and
whatever else they observe promptly and factually.
Remind them of Safety procedures and practices as
often as is possible. They must be taught to think,
observe and act like you would, for we will always
fail or succeed as a Team! This belief, understanding
and its application has worked for me and my
Team on almost all the ships, as together we have
negotiated calls at over 950 Ports now, carrying out
the associated operations with very desired results
and NIL delays, damages or Injuries!

A

LWAYS
LERT
CCIDENT
VERT
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Henrich’s Rule | Build up to an accident

1

Accident

30

Need Outside Assistance
to RESTORE Normal Condition!

Incident

300

Can Always be NOTICED and ELIMINATED on Board!
If IGNORED, can lead to INCIDENTS!

Near-Miss

3000

Everyday Overnights, rarely Noticed, but always PRESENT.

Unsafe acts / Unsafe Conditions
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Henrich’s Rule | Build up to an accident
Accident
Serious Loss/Damage to SHIP
Cargo Floundered/Lost Overboard
Fatality or Loss of Limbs
Impact on Company’s image:
Financial &Social
Cannot Continue on Intended Voyage
Significant Cargo Claims / Loss of
Future Business
Ir-reversible loss for Families
Loss of Prestige and Good-Will along with
Negative Publicity / Decrease in Profits
Increase in Insurance Premium

Incident
Damage to SHIP/Equipment
Damage to some Cargo
Injury to Crew requiring Medical attention
Violation of Regulations
Delays to Intended Voyage
Cargo Claims and loss of Business
Man-days lost or Reparation
Increased Inspections by PSC/Flag/Class
SAMPLE CARD
Consider before you start the job:
1. Are you medically FIT for the job?
2. Are you wearing the correct PPE?
3. Do you have the right EQUIPMENT?
4. Do you have sufficient KNOWLEDGE?
5. Do you have the SKILLS to do the job?
6. Do you need any GUIDANCE?
7. Do you need additional HELP?
8. Have you done this job BEFORE?
9. Are All SAFETY REQUIREMENTS completed?
10. Do you have the necessary AUTHARIZATION
to start the job?
11. Any time pressures to take SHORT-CUTS?
12. Will the job cause DANGER to others?
ALWAYS ALERT! ACCIDENTS AVERT!
Break the CHAIN of ERRORS...!

Understanding Accidents and Keeping them away!

Near-Miss
Minor Damage, if at all
Inadequate Care of Cargo
Minor Bruises/Cuts/Knocks
SMS Procedures not followed at times
Taking Short-cuts
Impact is not NOTICABLE but not caused any
SIGNIFICANT LOSS/DAMAGE/INJURY as yet
No Delay to intended Voyage
No Claims due to Cargo
No Lost Man-days, No Reptriation
Lessons & Facts sharing internally
or within industry

Unsafe acts /
Unsafe Conditions
Lack of Situational Awareness
Inadequate PPE or Tools
Distraction/Lack of Focus
Laziness/Fatigue
Lack of Motivation
Untidy Work Places/Stores
Lack of Familiarisation
UNSAFE Work Practices
Lack of Planning/Monitoring
Improper Knowledge/Training

TIDY SHIP
IS A SAFE SHIP.
A
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CHIEF OFFICER TO MASTER

ASHUTOSH SINGH
YEVGEN CHALYI
CLETO GRACIAS
MAKSYM CHERNIY
ALAM KHAN
ROMAN CHUMAKOV
WIN KYAW OO
ANATOLIY MELNYKOV
VIKRAMJIT SINGH SANGHRA
DMYTRO ZELINSKY
AVEEK SARKHEL
OLEKSANDR KOZAKOV
RANJIT KUMAR SINGH
CHISTYAKOV ALEXANDER
OPARIN BORIS
RAZZA KASHIF
SAEED MUHAMMAD MANSOOR

MSC Promotions

2nd OFFICER TO
CHIEF OFFICER/ ASST CO
SANDEEP KUMAR
OLEKSANDR ASAULENKO
SHREY MALHOTRA
RANJEET KUMAR SINGH
YURIY KAZANTSEV
TAMIZHARASU NAGARAJAN
YEVGEN KOZYRYEV
BALDEEP SINGH PAL
SONAL KUMAR JAISWAL
ANTON KUZIAEV
SAMRENDRA TIWARI
ALEXANDR SALNIKOV
VISHAL BHANWARIYA
SENTHIL KUMARAN THAMARAI SELVAN
OLEKSANDR VOROZHBIT
AMAN CHOUDHARY
KARTHICK GNANASEKARAN
STEPANOV SERGIY
YAVORSKY OLEKSIY
MAHAJAN JATIN KISHOR
NAGARAJAN TAMIZHARASU
SARAON SUKHBIR
LEVONKO OLEKSIY
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2ND ENGINEER TO CHIEF ENGINEER

OLEKSIY SVISHCHOV
DERIC CHERUNILAM JOSEPH
SERGIY CHASTOKOLYAN
TSHERING KHAIBA
YURIY CHUYKO
KIRAN REDDY KONDAKALLA
OLEKSIY DEMYDENKO
CHANDAN KUMAR
OLEG GEDZENKO
SUBIR NAYAN
ANATOLIY KHOLODETSKY
RAMESH KUMAR SEMWAL
VICTOR KIM

MUHAMMAD SHAKIL
IHOR KOTLOVSKY
ROHIT SINGH
DMYTRO RUSYEV
SHASHI SHEKHAR SINGH
OLEG SHCHENSNEVYCH
RAKHOVSKY OLEKSIY
CHERUNILAM JOSEPH DERIC
DESAI YOGESH MAHADEO
JESU ANTHONY SIBI
KESAVAN SRIDHAR
RAOUF MUHAMMAD
SHAKIL MUHAMMAD

3RD ENGINEER TO 2ND ENGINEER/ ASST 2E

VITALIY ALYEKAYEV
RANJIT PAL
OLEG ANTONOV
ANISH RAM
DMYTRO BONDARCHUK
RAMRAJ KAROL AFONSO
VITALIY BONDARENKO
SNEHASISH BISWAS
DMYTRO CHYSTYAKOV
THANGA SUTHAN CHELLA VADIVU
ROMAN FILIPPOV
ARITRA DAS
BORYS GRYTSAY
SHEETAL BHANUDAS PATIL
MYKOLA KUDRYAVTSEV
TSHERING SHERPA
VITALIY MATVEYSHYN
SHEKHAR SINHA
VADYM NIKONTSEV
MITHUN BANUGOPAN
ANDRIY PANCHENKO
NIROSHAN RASIKA DANDENIYA HEWAGE
OLEKSANDR POLYANSKY
REUBEN KURIEN GEORGE
YEVGENIY SAFAROV

MSC Promotions

PRABAHHAARAN MUTHUSAMY SRINIVASAN
SERGIY SHAKIN
CANUTE CHRISTOPHER SANTHOSH ROSARIO
SERGIY SKOROMNY
RAJESH DIGAMBAR SHET
SERHIY SPIRIN
ROHAN SHINDE
PAVLO STAVRATIY
RAJEEV KUMAR SINGH
EDUARD TSELYKOVSKII
YURIY ZALETSKY
BHUPESH YADAV
VASYL ZHEKOV
DUMKA VADYM
MATVYEYEV ANDRIY
MYTRYTSAN VYACHESLAV
SHATALOV VYACHESLAV
YERMAKOV OLEKSIY
KOROLYOV OLEKSIY
BALOCH MUHAMMAD NADEEM
SINGH CHANDAN
BABAR ZAHEER UDDIN
BAGI ROHAN
VALLIAPPAN VIGNESH
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